What customers have said
about EuroLine

Rod Nadeau
Nadeau and Associates
(winner of the 2004
Georgie Award for
“Best R-2000 Builder
of the year” and
“Best Single Family Home
valued at $1,000,000+”)

Peter Stack
President of
Cathedral Homes

Built in 2004 in Whistler, B.C., the Envirohome (The Healthy Home)
focused on the use of environmentally friendly and low maintenance
building materials. In his detailed study of cost savings associated with
the design and construction of the home, Rod reported that by using
EuroLine windows and doors in his $1,000,000+ home, over a 30-year
period there would be a savings of an estimated $96,000 in maintenance,
repair and replacement costs over ordinary windows - these savings
representing more than the original purchase price. Rod said, “I had no
idea these upscale windows were so price competitive when compared
to a quality wood window system. In addition to providing superior
insulation benefits, the windows and doors are virtually maintenance
free, UV resistant and will never rot, split, warp, chalk, fade, yellow or
grow brittle with age. These are the most environmentally-friendly
windows I have ever seen. They’re also one of the few systems with
a true pressure-equalized rainscreen design.”
“I have had nothing but compliments from trades and potential buyers
alike on how good the windows look from the inside and the outside of
the house. Any buyer can see the quality in the windows and understands
that a builder that goes to such lengths takes pride in their homes.
Cathedral Homes is no different. The product sells itself and sets the
benchmark for the development. I’ll use your windows again not only for
how good they look but also for how good they make me look. I now
look at other windows, as do my buyers in this energy-conscious and
quality-conscious marketplace, from an entirely different perspective and
know I’ll continue to use your windows. They cost more and they are
worth it. By the way, I did sell my current house and the windows played
a significant role in the sale. Any home seems to sell today, however, if a
builder wants to build a product that will stand up to the test of time –
EuroLine Windows is the way to go.”

“I am writing to express my appreciation for the high quality of the French
doors that you installed at my house in Beach Grove last September.

F. Roger M. Pryke
Pryke Lambert
Leathley Russell
Barristers and
Solicitors

As you probably know, there was some serious flooding in the area on
Saturday, February 4th, 2006. The spray from Boundary Bay inundated
our patio area in the front of our house and the only barrier between
the inside of our house and the water was the set of French doors. As a
result of the quality of the construction of those doors, no water at all
entered our house and it simply flowed around both sides of the house
and out to the street. We are grateful that we were so fortunate as
there were many homes on our street that suffered from considerable
water damage from the flooding. Thank you again”.
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Sean Hodgins
VP Operations,
The Century Group

Sean Hodgins, VP Operations, The Century Group said: “We replaced
all our high-maintenance wooden windows in our B & B with EuroLine
windows that are virtually maintenance free. We chose their EuroWood
acrylic foil laminate finish. Guests still find it hard to believe they are
not looking at, and touching, real wood”.

Home builder David Bradley reports that he once received a phone call
from an owner of one of his upscale South Surrey homes. A would-be
burglar unsuccessfully tried to drill out the key entry of a EuroLine
patio door - not realizing that EuroLine windows have multi-point
locking hardware. The burglar then made an unsuccessful attempt to
gain entry through the window using a crow bar - not realizing that
EuroLine window frames and sashes are steel reinforced. When the
intruder used the crow bar on a third unsuccessful attempt to gain
entry, the window seal was broken, setting off the alarm. Says David
Bradley about EuroLine Windows, “Congratulations! You’ve got one
exceptional window and door system that can really take a beating
and still keep performing. I’ve never seen anything like it!”

Since EuroLine first opened its doors
in 1993, the company has become the
largest North American manufacturer
of tilt & turn windows and doors utilizing a unique European design.
Today, EuroLine has expanded its
product line to include a variety of
patio and entrance doors, rollshutters,
folding doors and a line of silky
smooth, crank handle casement
windows. Equally important, in addition to providing white and beige
uPVC windows and doors, EuroLine can also offer windows and
doors finished with a unique acrylic film that allows just about any
color option.
In addition to a range of colors, EuroLine windows and doors are also
available in elegant EuroWood™ finishes – like wood, only better –
that are more durable and virtually indistinguishable from real wood.
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For Information, contact:
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EuroLine Windows® is the registered trademark of EuroLine Windows Inc., an innovative designer and
manufacturer of distinctive PVC windows and doors. EuroLine reserves the right to improve its products
at any time and without notice.

